Abstract-An overview on the use of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technologies for timing and frequency control is presented. In particular, micromechanical RF filters and reference oscillators based on recently demonstrated vibrating on-chip micromechanical resonators with Q's > 10,000 at 1.5 GHz are described as an attractive solution to the increasing count of RF components (e.g., filters) expected to be needed by future multiband, multimode wireless devices. With Q's this high in onchip abundance, such devices might also enable a paradigm shift in the design of timing and frequency control functions, where the advantages of high-Q are emphasized, rather than suppressed (e.g., due to size and cost reasons), resulting in enhanced robustness and power savings. Indeed, as vibrating RF MEMS devices are perceived more as circuit building blocks than as stand-alone devices, and as the frequency processing circuits they enable become larger and more complex, the makings of an integrated micromechanical circuit technology begin to take shape, perhaps with a functional breadth not unlike that of integrated transistor circuits. With even more aggressive three-dimensional MEMS technologies, even higher on-chip Q's are possible, such as already achieved via chip-scale atomic physics packages, which so far have achieved Q's > 10 7 using atomic cells measuring only 10 mm 3 in volume and consuming just 5 mW of power, all while still allowing atomic clock Allan deviations down to 10 ;11 at one hour.
I. Introduction
T he performance of our electronic systems is generally limited by the accuracy and stability of the clocks or frequency references they use. For example, the ability and speed with which a global positioning system (GPS) receiver can lock to a GPS satellite's pseudorandom signal and obtain position is dependent heavily upon how well synchronized its internal clock is to that of the satellite; here, the better the internal clock, the more likely and faster the lock. Unfortunately, our best clocks and frequency references (e.g., atomic clocks, oven stabilized crystal oscillators) are often too large or consume too much power to be used in portable applications. This forces us to keep our best electronic systems on tabletops and out of the hands of users, who must then access them through sometimes unreliable remote channels. Indeed, a technology capable of miniaturizing and lowering the power consumption of our best timekeepers and frequency references to the point of allowing insertion into truly portable applications would be most welcome.
Among the many applications enabled by timing and frequency control, portable wireless communications stand to benefit most from miniaturization technology, since an ability to shrink high-Q passives can potentially change the premises under which wireless subsystems are designed. In particular, today's wireless transceivers are designed under a near mandate to minimize or eliminate, inasmuch as possible, the use of high-Q passives. The reasons for this are quite simple: cost and size. Specifically, the ceramic filters, surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters, quartz crystals, and now film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) filters, capable of achieving the Q's from 500-10,000 needed for RF and IF bandpass filtering and frequency generation functions, are all off-chip components that must interface with transistor functions at the board level, taking up a sizable amount of board space and comprising a sizable fraction of the parts and assembly cost.
Pursuant to reducing the off-chip parts count in modern cellular handsets, direct-conversion [1] or low-IF [2] receiver architectures have removed the IF filter, and integrated inductor technologies are removing some of the off-chip L's used for bias and matching networks [3] . Although these methods can lower cost, they often do so at the expense of increased transistor circuit complexity and more stringent requirements on circuit performance (e.g., dynamic range), both of which degrade somewhat the robustness and power efficiency of the overall system. In addition, the removal of the IF filter does little to appease the impending needs of future multiband, multimode reconfigurable handsets that will likely require high-Q RF filters in even larger quantities-perhaps one set for each wireless standard to be addressed. Fig. 1 presents the simplified system block diagram for an example handset receiver targeted for multiband operation, clearly showing that it is the high-Q RF filters, not the IF filter, that must be addressed. In the face of this need, and without a path by which the RF filters can be removed, an option to reinsert high Q components without the size and cost penalties of the past would be most welcome, especially if done in a manner that allows co-integration of passives with transistors onto the same chip.
In this regard, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology, with its ability to shrink mechanical features and mechanisms down to micron (and even nano) scales, already provides substantial size and power reduction for applications spanning displays, sensors, and fluidic systems, and is now emerging to provide similar advantages for timekeepers and frequency control functions in portable wireless devices [4] , [5] . In particular, vibrating micromechanical resonator devices based on silicon micromachining technologies have now been demonstrated with on-chip Q's greater than 10,000 at GHz frequencies [6] , [7] , frequency-Q products exceeding 2.75×10
13 [6] , temperature stability better than 18 ppm over 27 to 107
• C [8] , and aging stabilities better than 2 ppm over one year [9] , [10] . They have also been embedded into oscillator circuits to achieve phase noise performance satisfying global systems for mobile communications (GSM) specifications for reference oscillators [11] - [13] . In addition, a combination of MEMS and microphotonic technologies have now achieved 10-cm 3 complete atomic clocks consuming less than 200 mW of power, while still attaining Allan deviations better than 5 × 10 −11 at 100 s. Continued scaling of such devices that take advantage of compressed control time constants and lower heating power consumption is expected to soon yield complete atomic clocks in less than 1 cm 3 and consuming less than 30 mW of power, while still achieving an Allan deviation of 10 −11 at one hour.
But the benefits afforded by vibrating RF MEMS technology go far beyond mere component replacement. In fact, the extent to which they offer performance and economic benefits grows exponentially as researchers and designers begin to perceive these devices more as on-chip building blocks than as discrete stand-alone devices. In particular, by mechanically linking vibrating mechanical structures into more general networks, "integrated micromechanical circuits" can be conceived capable of implementing virtually any signal processing function presently realizable via transistor circuits, and with potential power and linearity advantages, especially for functions that involve frequency processing. In essence, micromechanical linkages might form the basis for an integrated micromechanical circuit technology with a breadth of functionality not unlike that of transistor integrated circuits. Among the application possibilities are reconfigurable RF channel-selecting filter banks, ultra-stable reconfigurable oscillators, frequency domain computers, and frequency translators. When further integrated together with other microscale devices (e.g., transistors, micro-ovens, microcoolers, atomic cells), system-level benefits for portable applications abound, particularly those for which architectural changes allow a designer to trade high Q for lower power consumption and greater robustness, with potentially revolutionary impact.
This overview paper describes not only the MEMS technologies that have achieved some the abovementioned performance marks, but also what other capabilities their integration density might enable for timing and frequency control in the coming years. It particularly considers mechanical circuit concepts based on this technology, first presenting early mechanical circuit examples, and then attempting to suggest the MEMS technologies and attributes most suitable to enabling a generalized integrated micromechanical circuit platform. The paper ends with a discussion of some of the key practical implementation issues that must be overcome if MEMS technology for timing and frequency control is to be commercialized on a large scale. Fig. 2 . Cross sections (a) immediately before and (b) after release of a surface-micromachining process done directly over CMOS [14] .
II. MEMS Technology
There are now a wide array of MEMS technologies capable of attaining on-chip microscale mechanical structures, each distinguishable by not only the type of starting or structural material used (e.g., silicon, silicon carbide, glass, plastic, etc.), but also by the method of micromachining (e.g., surface, bulk, three-dimensional (3-D) growth, etc.), and by the application space (e.g., optical MEMS, bio MEMS, etc.). For the present focus on timing and portable communications, MEMS technologies amenable to low capacitance merging of micromechanical structures together with integrated transistor circuits are of high interest.
To this end, Fig. 2 presents key cross sections describing a polysilicon surface micromachining process done directly over silicon CMOS circuits in a modular fashion, where process steps for the transistor and MEMS portions are kept separate, in distinct modules. (Modularity is highly desirable in such a process, because a modular process can more readily adapt to changes in a given module, e.g., to a new CMOS channel length.) As shown, this process entails depositing and patterning films above a finished CMOS circuit using the same equipment already found in CMOS foundries until a cross section as in Fig. 2(a) is achieved. Here, the structural polysilicon layer has been temporarily supported by a sacrificial oxide film during its own deposition and patterning. After achieving the cross section of Fig. 2(a) , the whole wafer is dipped into an isotropic etchant, in this case hydrofluoric acid, which attacks only the oxide sacrificial layer, removing it and leaving the structural polysilicon layer intact and free to move. Fig. 3 presents the SEM of a watch timing oscillator that combines a 16-kHz folded-beam micromechanical resonator with a Q of 50,000 together with sustaining CMOS transistor circuits using the very process flow of Fig. 2 , but with tungsten as the metal interconnect in order to accommodate 625
• C structural polysilicon deposition temperatures [14] . Although the use of tungsten metallization instead of the more conventional copper and aluminum Fig. 3 . SEM of a fully integrated 16-kHz watch timekeeper oscillator that combines CMOS and MEMS in a single fully planar process [14] .
prevents the process of [14] from widespread use, other variants of this modular process have now been demonstrated that allow more conventional CMOS metals [15] . In addition, other non-modular merging processes [16] have been used in integrated MEMS products for many years now. Whichever process is used, the size and integration benefits are clear, as the complete timekeeper of Fig. 3 measures only 300 × 300 µm 2 , and could even be smaller if the transistors were placed underneath the micromechanical structure.
III. Integrated Micromechanical Circuits
The MEMS-enabled integration density illustrated in Fig. 3 has the potential to shift paradigms that presently constrain the number of high-Q components permissible in the design of present-day timing or frequency control functions, and instead allow the use of hundreds, perhaps thousands (or more), of high-Q elements with negligible size or cost penalty. In particular, MEMS technology sports the attributes and ingredients to realize a micromechanical circuit technology that could reach large-scale integrated (LSI), or even very large-scale integrated (VLSI), proportions, the same way integrated circuit (IC) transistors had done over recent decades, and with potential for advances in capabilities in the mechanical domain as enormous as those achieved via the IC revolution in the electrical domain.
Like single transistors, stand-alone vibrating micromechanical elements have limited functionality. To expand their functional range, micromechanical elements (like transistors) need to be combined into more complex circuits that achieve functions better tailored to a specific purpose (e.g., frequency filtering, generation, or translation). Given that the property that allows transistors to be combined into large circuits is essentially their large gain, it follows that mechanical elements can be combined into equally large circuits by harnessing their large Q. As a simple example, transistor elements can be cascaded in long chains, because their gains compensate for the noise and other losses that would otherwise degrade the signal as it moves down the chain. On the other hand, mechanical elements can be cascaded into long chains because of their extremely low loss-a benefit of their high Q. In essence, if an element has an abundance of some parameter (i.e., gain, Q, . . . ), then this can generally be used to build circuits of that element.
Note, however, that the ingredients required for a micromechanical circuit technology comprise much more than just small size. For example, the piezoelectric FBARs [17] , [18] that have already become a successful highvolume product in the wireless handset arena, although small, are perhaps not suitable for circuit design, since their frequencies are governed almost entirely by thickness, which is not a parameter that can be specified via computer-aided design (CAD) layout. Given how instrumental CAD has been to the success of VLSI transistor IC design, one would expect CAD amenability to be equally important for micromechanical ICs. In this respect, the resonators and other elements in the repertoire of a micromechanical circuit design environment should have frequencies or other characteristics definable by lateral dimensions easily specifiable by CAD.
Continuing on this theme, a more complete set of attributes needed to effect a micromechanical circuit design environment can be listed as follows:
• CAD-amenable design. For example, frequencies should be determined by lateral dimensions, which can be specified via CAD, not just vertical dimensions, which cannot. This makes possible an ability to attain many different frequencies in a single layer on a single chip.
• Geometric flexibility. Here, a given (often high) frequency should be attainable in a wide variety of shapes (e.g., beams, disks, etc.) and modes. with high impedance (to be described), since the tiny magnitudes of on-chip parasitic capacitors allow impedances in the kΩ range, but also affords designers a much wider palette of mechanical and electrical circuit elements.
A mechanical circuit technology with the attributes mentioned above might make possible filter banks capable of selecting channels (as opposed to just bands) right at RF with zero switching loss; oscillators using multiple high-Q resonators to attain improved long-and short-term stability; oscillators with oven-control-like temperature stability, but consuming only milliwatts of power; ultra-low power completely mechanical RF front ends for wireless handsets; and all of these realized on a single silicon chip.
Before expanding on some of the above, the next section first summarizes the basic resonator building blocks that might be used to implement such mechanical circuits.
IV. Vibrating Micromechanical Resonators
Among the attributes listed above, the first two, requiring CAD amenability and geometric flexibility, are perhaps the most basic and the most difficult to achieve if constrained to macroscopic machining technologies. In particular, if GHz frequencies were required for flexural mode beams (for which the frequency is governed in part by length-a lateral dimension), then a macroscopic machining technology would be hard-pressed to achieve such high frequencies. Fortunately, a major impetus behind MEMS technology stems from the fact that mechanical mechanisms benefit from the same scaling-based advantages that have driven the IC revolution in recent decades. Specifically, small size leads to faster speed, lower power consumption, higher available complexity (leading to increased functionality), and lower cost. And it does so not only in the electrical domain, but in virtually all other domains, including and especially mechanical. Although many examples of this from all physical domains exist, vibrating RF MEMS resonators perhaps provide the most direct example of how small size leads to faster speed in the mechanical domain.
A. High Frequency and Q
For example, on the macro-scale, a guitar string made of nickel and steel, spanning about 25 in length, and tuned to a musical "A" note, will vibrate at a resonance frequency of 110 Hz when plucked. In vibrating at only 110 Hz, and no other frequency, this guitar string is actually mechanically selecting this frequency, and is doing so with a Q on the order of 350, which is ∼50 times more frequency selective than a typical on-chip electrical LC tank. Of course, selecting a frequency like this is exactly what the RF and IF filters of a wireless phone must do, but they must do so at much higher frequencies, from tens of MHz to well into the GHz range. To achieve such frequencies with even better mechanical selectivity, dimensional scaling is needed. In particular, by shrinking a guitar string from 25 down to only 10 µm, constructing it in stiffer, IC-compatible materials (such as polysilicon), supporting it at nodes rather than at its ends (to minimize anchor losses), and exciting it electrostatically or piezoelectrically rather than plucking it, one can achieve a free-free beam (FF-beam) resonator such as summarized in row 2 of Table I that resonates at frequencies around 100 MHz with Q's in excess of 10,000 [20] , [23] .
In keeping with the scaling-based arguments presented so far, further scaling down to nano-dimensions does indeed yield frequencies in excess of 1 GHz [24] . However, as with nanoelectronics in the electrical domain, there are issues in the mechanical domain that might hinder the use of nanomechanical vibrating resonators (at least in their present form) for today's communication purposes. In particular, excessive scaling may lead to "scaling-induced limitations," such as adsorption-desorption noise [25] , temperature fluctuation noise, and insufficient power handling. The first two of these can be mitigated by packaging the device under the right pressure and temperature conditions, but the last of these is perhaps more serious. As with nanoelectronics, the power handling issue with nanomechanical resonators really boils down to an impedancematching problem. In brief, nanostructures would rather operate at higher impedance levels than their macroscopic counterparts, and in order to interface the nano with the macro (e.g., the antenna), impedance-matching strategies, such as massive arraying of nanostructures, to add their responses might be required. This is not to say that nanomechanical circuits are not practical; they will likely play a larger role if and when needed frequencies begin to approach 50 GHz.
In the meantime, since the majority of today's RF communications occur below 6 GHz, nanoscale flexural mode beams need not be used to interface with macroscopic loads and would instead be better employed as couplers between other elements in a micromechanical circuit. To interface with the macro-world, other geometries that allow GHz frequencies without the need for nanoscale dimensions can be used, such as the 1.51-GHz radial-contour mode disk in row 4 of Table I , which achieves an impressive on-chip room-temperature Q of 11,555 in vacuum, and 10,100 in air. As shown more clearly in the schematic of Fig. 4 , this resonator consists of a 20-µm-diameter, 3-µm-thick polydiamond disk suspended by a polysilicon stem self-aligned to be exactly at its center, all enclosed by doped polysilicon electrodes spaced less than 80 nm from the disk perimeter [6] . When vibrating in its radial contour mode, the disk expands and contracts around its perimeter, in a motion reminiscent of breathing [6] , [22] , and in what effectively amounts to a highstiffness, high-energy, extensional mode. Since the center of the disk corresponds to a node location for the radial contour vibration mode shape, anchor losses through the supporting stem are greatly suppressed, allowing this design to retain a very high Q even at this UHF frequency. Table I , emphasizing the degree to which it is reconfigurable via the voltage applied to its bias port 3. Here, with V 3 = V P , the device is a high-Q LCR; with V 3 = 0 V, the device is an open circuit (i.e., is "off"); and with V 3 = a local oscillator signal v LO , the device becomes a mixler [28] .
In addition to the GHz data shown in row 4 of Table I , a version of this device at 498 MHz achieves a Q of 55,300 in vacuum [6] , which corresponds to a frequency-Q product of 2.75×10
13 -the highest for any on-chip resonator in the GHz range at room temperature. The astonishingly high Q at greater than GHz frequencies is a result of not only the sheer symmetry of this disk design, but also a strategic impedance mismatch between the polydiamond disk and the polysilicon stem, both of which greatly suppress energy loss through the disk anchor [6] . Furthermore, the high stiffness of its radial contour mode gives this resonator a much larger total (kinetic) energy during vibration than exhibited by previous resonators, making it less susceptible to energy losses arising from viscous gas damping, hence, allowing it to retain Q's > 10,000 even at atmospheric pressure. This resonator not only achieves a frequency applicable to the RF front ends of many commercial wireless devices, but also removes the requirement for vacuum to achieve high Q, which should greatly lower cost. Since the resonance frequency of this device goes approximately as the inverse of its radius, even higher frequency (>10 GHz) with similar Q's is expected through radial scaling and the use of higher radial modes.
As detailed in [6] , the use of diamond as the structural material for the radial mode resonator of row 4 in Table I contributes to the ease with which it achieves high frequency, since diamond's acoustic velocity is twice that of silicon. However, diamond is not necessary to achieve Q's greater than 10,000 at frequencies past 1 GHz. Rather, as long as a properly impedance-mismatched resonator-toanchor transition can be attained, polysilicon also works well, as demonstrated by the "hollow disk" extensionalmode ring resonator, shown in row 5 of Table I [7] , [26] , [27] . This device uses a centrally located support structure, attached to the ring at notched nodal locations and designed with dimensions corresponding to a quarter- Contour-Mode Disk [6] , [22] : Disk vibrating in the radial-contour mode supported by a stem located at its center nodal point. Use of a materialmismatched stem maximizes the Q, allowing this design to set the record in frequency-Q product for any on-chip UHF resonator at room temperature. At right: 10-µm-diameter 1.5-GHz (in 2 nd mode vibration) CVD diamond disk.
Demo'ed: Q ∼ 11, 555 @ 1.5 GHz (vac) Q ∼ 10, 100 @ 1.5 GHz (air) Balanced design and material mismatching anchor-disk design nulls anchor loss Freq. Range: >1 GHz; unlimited w/scaling and use of higher modes Series Resistance, Rx ∼ 50-50,000 Ω *
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Spoke-Supported Ring [7] : Ring supported by spokes emanating from a stem anchor at the device center. Quarter-wavelength dimensioning of spokes nulls losses to the stem anchor, allowing this design to achieve the highest Q's past 1 GHz of any on-chip resonator. wavelength of the ring resonance frequency, in order to reflect vibrational energy away from the central anchor and back into the ring. The ring itself vibrates extensionally by expanding and contracting along its inner and outer perimeter edges in a mode shape that allows very high frequency. With this design strategy, this polysilicon ring resonator achieves a Q of 15,248 at 1.46 GHz, which is the highest Q to date past 1 GHz for any on-chip resonator at room temperature [7] . The device is amenable to much higher frequency as well, with a resonance frequency determined primarily by the width of the ring and largely decoupled from its average radius. The fact that frequency does not depend strongly upon average radius allows a designer to specify the ring's perimeter sidewall surface area independently of its frequency. As will be shown in the next section, this equates to being able to specify the ring's impedance by merely choosing an appropriate average radius without affecting its frequency-a useful design feature not shared by the disk resonator of row 4 in Table I . creased exponentially over recent years. As mentioned, micromechanical disk resonators in chemical vapor deposited (CVD) diamond structural material presently hold the record for frequency-Q product, with a value of 2.75×10 [6] . At the current rate of progress, the prospects for onchip resonators operating past 10 GHz with Q's > 10,000 are not unreasonable in the next three years.
B. Capacitive Transduction
Note that Table I contains all capacitively transduced devices, which in general offer the best frequency-Q products among micromechanical resonator types, since they generally are constructed in single high quality materials, and thus suffer less from the material interface losses that can encumber other transducer types (e.g., piezoelectric). In addition to better Q, capacitive transduction also offers more flexible geometries with CAD-definable frequencies, voltage-controlled reconfigurability [28] , [29] , voltage-controlled frequency tunability [30] (that dwindles as frequencies go higher [22] ), better thermal stability [8] , material compatibility with integrated transistor circuits, and an on/off self-switching capability [29] , all of which contribute to the list of mechanical circuit-amenable attributes of the previous section.
The inherent on/off switchability (or "self-switching") of a capacitively transduced device follows directly from the physics governing the output current sourced by such a device. In particular, to operate the disk of Fig. 4 , the mechanical structure must be charged, in this case via the dc-bias voltage V P (from which no dc current flows once the conductive structure is charged, so there is no dc power consumption). The voltage V P generated by the charge effectively amplifies both the force imposed by the ac excitation signal v i (applied to port 1) and the output motional current i o generated (at port 2) by the dc-biased timevarying electrode-to-resonator capacitor that results when the disk vibrates. The transfer function from input voltage to short-circuited output current can be expressed as
where ω o is the resonator's radian resonance frequency, and R x is its series motional resistance, given by
where m r and k r are the equivalent mass and stiffness on the perimeter of the disk, respectively; ε is the permittivity in the electrode-to-resonator gap; R and h are the disk radius and thickness, respectively, defined in Fig. 4 ; d o is the electrode-to-resonator gap spacing; and A o is the electrode-to-resonator overlap area. Recognizing (1) as the transfer function for a classic bandpass biquad, when a finite V P is applied to its resonant structure (i.e., when switched "on"), the two-port micromechanical resonator of Fig. 4 can be modeled by the equivalent LCR electrical circuit shown in part (a) of the figure. From (2), when the dc-bias V P is set to 0 V, the series motional resistance R x goes to infinity, making this device an effective open circuit, as depicted by Fig. 4(b) . Thus, while other resonators require a (lossy) switch in series to be switched in or out of an electrical path, a capacitively transduced micromechanical resonator can be switched in or out by mere application or removal of the dc-bias V P applied to its resonant structure. Note that this can now be done via a simple transistor switch (e.g., a pass gate), since this switching function is out of the signal path, making switch loss a non-issue.
C. Thermal Stability, Aging, and Impedance
Besides frequency range and Q, thermal stability, aging/drift stability, and impedance are also of utmost importance. Table II presents some of the micromechanical resonator devices designed specifically to address these parameters. In particular, the fixed-fixed beam device of row 1 in Table II utilizes a temperature-tailored top electrodeto-resonator gap spacing to attain a total frequency deviation over 27-107
• C of only 18 ppm, which actually betters that of AT-cut quartz. This, combined with recent demonstrations of good aging and drift [9] , [10] , makes micromechanical resonators excellent candidates for reference oscillator applications in communication circuits. In addition, the devices of rows 2 and 3 illustrate strategies for lowering the impedances of stand-alone resonators, the first based on enlargement of the electrode-to-resonator capacitive overlap area to increase electromechanical coupling [31] , [32] (i.e., increasing A o in (2)); and the second dispensing with capacitive transducers, and using piezoelectric transducers [33] , [34] , with the latter being the more successful in achieving the 50-377 Ω impedances desired for matching to off-chip wireless components.
Although it does achieve low impedance, and is amenable to CAD specification, the piezoelectric device of row 3 in Table II still sacrifices the important high Q, on/off self-switching, and temperature stability attributes offered by capacitive transducers. To attain impedances similar to that of the row 3 device, yet retain capacitive transduction and all of its benefits, the device of row 4 has very recently been introduced. This 61-MHz wineglass mode device is identical in shape and operation to that of row 3 in Table I , but is now equipped with a solid dielectric-filled capacitive transducer gap (to replace the previous air gap) that reduces its impedance by 8 times over its air-gap counterpart, while allowing it to retain a very high Q of 25,300 [35] . In addition to lower motional resistance, the use of solid dielectric-filled transducer gaps is expected to provide numerous other practical advantages over the air gap variety, since it (1) better stabilizes the resonator structure against shock and microphonics; (2) eliminates the possibility of particles getting into an electrode-to-resonator air gap, thereby removing a potential reliability issue; (3) greatly improves fabrication yield by eliminating the difficult sacrificial release step needed for air gap devices; and (4) facilitates larger micromechanical circuits (e.g., bandpass filters comprised of interlinked resonators) by stabilizing constituent resonators as the cir- Table I , but now using a solid-dielectric filled electrodeto-resonator gap to increase the gap permittivity towards higher actuation force and output current, hence, lower series motional resistance. At right: 32-µm-radius disk with 20-nm nitride-filled gap.
Demo'ed: Q ∼ 25, 300 @ 61 MHz (vac) Solid nitride-filled electrode-to-resonator gap (20 nm) Much better yield and able to achieve low impedance at low dc-bias voltage Series Resistance, Rx ∼ 1.5 kΩ @ 4 V cuits they comprise grow in complexity. Solid-dielectric capacitively transduced resonators employing a vertical-tolateral drive, and thereby not requiring a nanoscale lateral gap, have also been successfully demonstrated [36] .
V. Micromechanical Circuit Examples
Given that they satisfy all of the attributes listed in Section III, it is no surprise that capacitively transduced resonators have been used to realize the most complex micromechanical circuits to date. Table III summarizes several micromechanical circuits, from bandpass filters with impressive on-chip insertion losses of only 0.6 dB for 0.09% bandwidth, some using non-adjacent bridging to effect loss poles [38] ; to mixer-filter ("mixler") devices that both translate and filter frequencies via a single passive structure [28] ; to impedance transforming mechanically coupled arrays that combine the responses of multiple highimpedance resonators to allow matching to a much lower 50 Ω [39] ; to filters using mechanically coupled composite resonators to allow matching to 50 Ω while attaining the lowest insertion loss to date for VHF micromechanical filters [40] , [41] . Table III is comprised of several identical resonator elements coupled by mechanical links attached at very specific locations on the resonators. As detailed more fully in [19] and [37] , the center frequency of such a mechanical filter is determined primarily by the (identical) frequencies of its constituent resonators, while the spacing between modes (i.e., the bandwidth) is determined largely by a ratio of the stiffnesses of its coupling beams to that of the resonators they couple at their attachment locations. The circuit nature of each filter in Table III is emphasized by the fact that each was designed using equivalent electrical circuits defined by electromechanical analogies [19] , [37] , which allowed the use of electrical circuit simulators, like SPICE (Dept. of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA)-an important point that implies mechanical circuits should be amenable to the vast automated circuit design environments already in existence. Fig. 6 presents the specific electric circuit equivalence for the bridged filter of row 3 of Table III , where each flexuralmode resonator equates to an LCR circuit; each coupling beam is actually an acoustic transmission line, so equates to a T -network of energy storage elements, just like an Table III. electrical transmission line; the attachment locations of couplers to resonators must be chosen carefully, since they actually realize velocity transformations, which can again be modeled by transformers; the capacitive electromechanical transducers at the input and output ports equate to electrical transformers; and all circuit elements are specified by the lateral dimensions of their associated mechanical elements, making the whole structure amenable to automatic generation by a CAD program. Such a program could also automatically generate the layout required to achieve a specific filter specification, making the realization of a VLSI circuit of such filters as simple as already done for VLSI transistor ICs.
Each of the filters in
Although the filter of row 3 exhibits excellent in-band insertion loss and stopband rejection, it requires a matching input termination impedance larger than 50 Ω, making it unsuitable for placement directly after an antenna. As mentioned in Section IV, this is a consequence of the use of weak air-gap capacitive transducers, which can be remedied by using some of the methods presented in Table II [33], [35] , [36] . But there is another, perhaps more elegant, circuit-based remedy based on arraying. In particular, the arraying used in the devices of rows 4 and 5 not only provides a lower filter termination impedance by increasing the effective capacitive transducer overlap area, but also raises the 3 rd -order intermodulation intercept point (IP 3 ) of the composite device [39] , [42] - [44] (i.e., raises its linearity) in the process. Note that the device in row 4 of Table III is not just an array of stand-alone square resonators; rather, the resonators are actually mechanically coupled to form a "composite" resonator in which all constituent resonators vibrate at exactly the same electrode-specified mode frequency, allowing their outputs to be combined in phase. With an output equal to the sum of its resonator outputs, an N -resonator array composite exhibits an N times lower motional resistance and a substantially larger power handling capability than a stand-alone resonator, while still maintaining a comparable Q. In essence, arraying reduces motional resistance by raising the overlap area term A o in (2). Fig. 7 illustrates how arraying can achieve a Fig. 7 . Illustration showing that, in the same footprint, an array of small 1-GHz disks can achieve a larger sidewall surface area (hence, larger electromechanical coupling and smaller filter impedance) than a single 1-GHz ring made large to minimize impedance. much larger increase in capacitive transducer overlap area than a single device specially designed for larger transducer area-a clear example of how a circuit technique can be superior to the use of a single "advanced" device.
The similarities between the described arraying approach and similar strategies in transistor integrated circuit design are noteworthy. In particular, the use of an array of resonators to match the impedance of a micromechanical circuit to an off-chip macroscopic element (e.g., an antenna) is really no different from the use of a cascade of progressively larger inverters (or in actual layout, arrays of smaller inverters) to allow a minimum-sized digital gate to drive an off-chip board capacitor. In essence, micro-(or nano-) scale circuits, whether they be electrical or mechanical, prefer to operate with higher impedances than macro-scale ones, and interfacing one with the other requires a proper impedance transformation. In a building block circuit environment, such an impedance transformation is most conveniently accomplished via large numbers of circuit elements, whether they be electronic transistors or mechanical resonators.
Again, it is the amenability to CAD of vibrating RF MEMS technology that makes the purely mechanical filters and arrays of Table III possible, and it is this same amenability to CAD that stands to effect substantial reductions in both cost and size for multiband, multimode transceivers like that of Fig. 1 . In particular, the tiny size and high integration density of micromechanical circuit technology makes the chip of Fig. 8 possible, which includes all of the high-Q filters and resonators of Fig. 1 in a chip size of only 0.25 mm × 0.5 mm. Furthermore, if the on-chip passives technology used in Fig. 8 is indeed one where device properties (e.g., frequencies) can be specified by CAD-definable quantities (e.g., lateral dimensions, as opposed to thickness), allowing them to be defined in a single deposited layer, then the cost of a single chip of all 11 of the high-Q passives in Fig. 1 could potentially end up being about the same as one of the original off-chip passives. Needless to say, this degree of cost reduction creates great incentive for development of lateral vibrationmode MEMS resonators, for which frequency is defined by CAD-definable lateral dimensions; as opposed to thickness Here, a resonator technology that allows many different frequencies to be defined (e.g., via CAD layout) in a single film layer is assumed. The 0.25 × 0.5-mm 2 chip includes the receive path high-Q passives of Fig. 1 , plus additional oscillator tanks for improved phase noise and injection locking suppression. Although only receive path high-Q filters are included here, note that transmit filters, as well as other lateral-dimension-defined passives described in this paper, could also be added while still retaining a tiny chip size.
mode resonators (e.g., FBARs or shear-mode quartz) that require a different film thickness for each individual frequency, and thus impose higher cost. If the lateral-mode resonators further use capacitive transduction, then they possess the additional advantage of self-switchability [ [9] , which allows the system of Fig. 1 to dispense with the multi-throw switch and, hence, dispense with its size, cost, and insertion loss.
In addition to presenting various mechanical circuits, Table III implicitly indicates the progression of micromechanical circuit complexity with time. In particular, the composite array filter in row 5 uses more than 43 resonators and links, which approaches a medium-scale integrated (MSI) micromechanical circuit. The hierarchical design methodology used for this circuit, which consists of two 11-resonator array composites coupled by a flexural mode coupling spring, should be applicable to even larger integration densities, perhaps inevitably leading to LSI or VLSI mechanical circuits, such as will be described in Section VIII. When combined with transistor integrated circuits (preferably on the same chip [14] - [16] ), the time domain prowess of transistors can be merged with the frequency domain capabilities of mechanical circuits to achieve even greater functionality.
VI. Micromechanical Resonator Oscillators
Leeson's equation [45] indicates that the stability of an oscillator, as measured by its phase noise, is inversely proportional to the Q of its frequency-setting tank element. Given that the micromechanical disk and ring resonators Table III using a 9-wine-glass disk array composite resonator frequency-setting element with a Q of 118,000 in vacuum [11] .
of rows 4 and 5 of Table I have posted the highest room temperature Q's of any on-chip resonator around 1 GHz to date, the use of MEMS technology in compact local oscillator (LO) implementations is fully expected to yield substantial improvements in LO performance. In particular, according to Leeson's equation, if a present-day voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO) attains −121 dBc/Hz at a 600-kHz offset from an 1.8-GHz carrier using an LC tank with a Q of 30, then the use of a vibrating micromechanical disk resonator with a Q of 10,000 should provide ∼50 dB of improvement, or −171 dBc/Hz at a 600-kHz carrier offset (provided the thermal noise floor allows it, that is).
To date, work toward demonstrating the above GHz oscillator using a micromechanical resonator tank is ongoing. In the meantime, the lower frequency reference oscillator in row 7 of Table III [11] , based on a 62-MHz wine-glass-mode disk array composite resonator, has recently been demonstrated with an impressive normalized phase noise-fractional offset-power product of −223.4 dB, which is substantially better than the −185.5 dB attained by an LC-based oscillator [46] , and still better than the −211.1 dB achieved by a quartz crystal oscillator [47] . As shown in the SEM of row 7 of Table III and by its circuit schematic in Fig. 9 , this particular oscillator utilizes a 9-wine-glass-disk array composite resonator, much like that of row 4 of Table III described in the previous section, to achieve a tank element that handles significantly higher power than a stand-alone wine-glass disk, while still retaining a very high Q of 118,900. Again, Leeson's equation [45] indicates that the stability of an oscillator, as measured by its phase noise, is inversely proportional to the Q of its frequency-setting tank element and to the power circulating through the oscillator feedback loop. Thus, the use of a disk array-composite to increase the power-Q product over that of a stand-alone resonator constitutes a mechan- Table III against that of a 61-MHz stand-alone wine-glass disk oscillator, with an extrapolation for the former down to 13 MHz for evaluation against GSM specs.
ical circuit technique that can very effectively improve the phase noise performance of any oscillator. This mechanical circuit technique has provided up to 40 dB of phase noise improvement for a previous oscillator [48] , and is in fact responsible for allowing the oscillator in row 7 of Table III to consume only 350 µW of power toward phase noise marks (shown in Fig. 10 ) at 1 kHz and far-from-carrier offsets of −123 and −136 dBc/Hz, respectively [11] , which are significantly lower than the −110 and −132 dBc/Hz achieved by a version of this oscillator using only a single resonator [12] , rather than an array. When divided down to 13 MHz for evaluation against standard specifications, the values for the array composite resonator oscillator equate to −138 and −151 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz and far-from-carrier offsets, respectively, both of which together satisfy the GSM reference oscillator requirement [11] . This result illustrates yet again how the use of many high-Q elements in an interlinked mechanical circuit can propel performance.
Although GSM performance is already very good, there is still room for improvement. In particular, if the 1/f 3 frequency dependence seen at frequencies below the noise corner in Fig. 10 can be removed, then a significant reduction in phase noise at close-to-carrier frequencies should ensue. As with most other oscillators, the 1/f 3 noise dependence derives in part from aliasing of 1/f noise from the transistor circuit back into the passband of the oscillator. Unlike with crystal oscillators, however, this noise aliasing often arises more through nonlinearity in the micromechanical resonator than in the transistor sustaining circuit. Analytical theory in fact predicts that nonlinearity in the resonator's capacitive transducer generally contributes the largest aliased contribution, as described in [49] and [50] . Interestingly, the theory of [49] and [50] actually do not always completely describe all of the 1/f 3 noise behavior, in that oftentimes more 1/f 3 noise is present than can be theoretically generated by aliased transistor 1/f noise alone, especially at large resonator displacement amplitudes. It is possible that 1/f noise in the mechanical tank circuit itself could be responsible for the additional noise. On the other hand, since limiting for the oscillator of row 7 in Table III actually occurs via mechanical resonator nonlinearity rather than via the more common transistor nonlinearity, certain aspects of the mechanical limiting mechanism might also contribute to increased noise. Needless to say, a better understanding of noise generation mechanisms in micromechanical resonator oscillators could lead to significantly better oscillator performance, so research in this area is expected to be abundant over the next few years.
In the meantime, recent work along these lines indicates that the 1/f 3 component can be removed (leaving behind 1/f 2 noise) by introducing automatic-level-control (ALC) into the sustaining circuit [12] , [49] . This allows the oscillator to limit via ALC feedback, not resonator nonlinearity, thereby removing possible noise contributions caused by resonator-based limiting. It also reduces the vibration amplitude of the resonator and, hence, reduces noise aliasing through nonlinearity in its capacitive transducer, which then reduces 1/f 3 noise [12] , [49] . In fact, given that 1/f 3 noise seems to decrease with the vibration amplitude of the mechanical element, and given that arraying reduces the vibration amplitude needed for the element to source a specified output current magnitude, it is no surprise that the use of a larger number of mechanically coupled resonators in the composite array tank element of the oscillator in Fig. 9 reduces 1/f 3 noise [11] . That this is the case can be seen by simply comparing the phase noise curves for the 62-MHz single wine-glass disk oscillator and the 62-MHz 9-wine-glass disk array oscillator near the noise corner in Fig. 10 . Doing so, one observes that in a small frequency span right below the noise corner, the slope of the 9-wine-glass disk array oscillator's phase noise is clearly 1/f 2 , whereas that of the single wine-glass disk oscillator is 1/f 3 . Since both oscillators used identical sustaining transistor circuits, this result at the very least confirms that the micromechanical tank element plays a significant role in governing oscillator 1/f 3 phase noise performance. Again, there is much room for further exploration here.
A. Micro-Oven Control
In addition to good short-term stability, MEMS technology has great potential to achieve oscillators with excellent thermal stability. In particular, the tiny size and weight of vibrating micromechanical resonators allow them to be mounted on micro-platforms suspended by long thin tethers with thermal resistances many orders of magnitude larger than achievable on the macro-scale. Such a large thermal resistance to its surroundings then allows the platform and its mounted contents to be heated to elevated temperatures with very little power consumption (e.g., milliwatts). Fig. 11 presents the first such platformmounted folded-beam micromechanical resonator, where the nitride platform supporting the resonator also included thermistor and heating resistors that, when embedded in a feedback loop, maintained the temperature of the platform at 130
• C with only 2 mW of total power consumption [51] . With oven-controlling feedback engaged, the temperature coefficient of the platform-mounted micromechanical resonator was reduced by more than 5 times, with thermally induced warping of the platform the performance limiter. Much better reduction factors are expected with a more refined platform design.
VII. Towards Chip-Scale Atomic Clocks
Although the described micromechanical resonator oscillators are expected to achieve excellent phase noise performance at carrier offsets greater than 100 Hz, and microoven control might soon allow them to reach temperature stabilities down to 10 −9 (and maybe even better), their aging rates will likely not match those of atomic clocks. But unless atomic clocks with stability better than 10
over one hour can be shrunk from the 9,000-cm 3 , 60-W commercial units existing today, down to a more portable size and battery drain, our best electronic systems (which rely on the accuracy and precision of atomic clocks) will remain on tabletops, and out of the hands of the mo- bile user. With the intent of changing this, the Chip-Scale Atomic Clock (CSAC) program in the Microsystems Technology Office (MTO) of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the U.S. is attempting to harness MEMS and microphotonics technologies to miniaturize atomic clocks down to a more-than-portable 1-cc size, while still achieving 10 −11 Allan deviation over one hour with less than 30 mW of power. These goals represent a more than 9,000 times reduction in volume, and 2,000 times reduction in power consumption, versus the small atomic clocks in the market at the 2002 start of the CSAC program.
Like quartz or vibrating resonator oscillators and clocks, atomic clocks function by generating a very stable frequency off of a very stable reference. The main difference is that a quartz oscillator derives its frequency from a mechanically vibrating reference, which makes its frequency subject to long-term changes in mechanical dimensions and stress. An atomic clock, on the other hand, derives its frequency from the energy difference between the hyperfine states of an alkali metal atom, which is a constant of nature and, thereby, much more predictable and stable.
Among the existing approaches to realizing an atomic clock, the vapor cell method depicted schematically in Fig. 12 is perhaps the most amenable to miniaturization. Here, a cell containing the alkali metal in a sufficiently dense vapor state is interrogated by a laser at a wavelength absorbed by the vapor (i.e., that excites the single outer orbital electron to the next orbital; 894 nm for the cesium D1 line). A photodetector at the other end of the vapor cell monitors the intensity of the laser light. Energy at the frequency that excites the hyperfine transition, given by ∆E = hν, where h and ν are Planck's constant and the characteristic frequency, respectively, is then pumped into the system in one of two ways (either of which can work at the microscale): (1) electromagnetically, via an RF signal at frequency ν; or (2) optically, by modulating the laser at the needed frequency ν. Fig. 12 uses the latter method, where modulation of the laser at the hyperfine splitting frequency (ν = 9.192631770 GHz, for cesium) excites the atoms into a coherent state, where they become transparent to the interrogating laser light (i.e., they no longer absorb it), inducing a peak in the intensity of the laser light. A microwave oscillator capable of delivering the needed output power is then locked to the (very accurate) hyperfine splitting frequency via a feedback circuit that controls the oscillator frequency so that the photodetector intensity is maximized at the hyperfine peak.
A. Reducing Power Consumption Via Scaling
As mentioned, the alkali metal atoms must be maintained at a sufficient density in a vapor state to operate the atomic clock, which means power must be consumed to heat the vapor cell that contains the atoms. For a tabletop atomic clock, this can take tens of watts of power. Obviously, any approach to reducing the total clock power consumption down to 30 mW must include a strategy for reducing this heating power by three orders of magnitude.
Once again, as with the vibrating resonators of Section IV, smaller is better. In particular, for the case of a vapor cell-based atomic clock, scaling a Cs-or Rb-filled atomic cell to millimeter or even micron dimensions greatly reduces the power required to maintain the cell at the elevated temperature needed to keep the atoms in a sufficiently dense vapor state. The power savings can be enormous, as illustrated in Fig. 13 , which compares the powers required to maintain (in vacuum) a temperature of 80
• C on a small macro-cell, about 2 cm in diameter, an on a tiny micro-cell, measuring just 300 µm on a side, assuming that conduction is the dominant heat loss mechanism. Given that the microscale cell weighs so little, it can be supported by tethers so long and thin that they can achieve thermal resistances R th on the order of 61,000 K/W, to be compared with the 18 K/W that might be seen on the macroscale. These differences in thermal isolation lead to a micro-cell power requirement for 80
• C of only 1 mW, which is 3000 times smaller than the 3 W that would be required for the small macro-cell. Furthermore, due to the tiny volume of the micro-cell, and thus tiny thermal capacitance on the order of only 10 −5 J/K, the warm up time for the micro-cell of only 3 seconds is 240 times faster than the 12 minutes typical of macro-scale atomic clocks.
It should be noted that the above illustration considered only conductive heat loss for simplicity. In actuality, the conductive heat loss for the tether-supported microcell is so small that radiation heat loss becomes dominant at 80
• C. This radiation heat loss, however, is also small, so that the actual micro-atomic tether-supported cell by the Symmetricom/Draper/Sandia team in the CSAC program, shown in Fig. 14 , still requires only 5 mW of power to maintain a temperature of 80
• C in its vacuum enclosure [52] .
B. Scaling Limits
But along with its benefits, scaling also introduces some potential disadvantages. In particular, among the more troublesome disruptors of stability in a gas-cell atomic clock are collisions between the atomic gas species and the walls, which can dephase the atoms, disrupting their coherent state. Because shrinking an atomic cell amounts to raising its surface-to-volume ratio, hence, making its walls look much larger to the atoms, one might expect an increase in atom-to-wall collisions to degrade the Q of an atomic cell as it is scaled to millimeter or microscale dimensions. Fortunately, however, the judicious use of the right buffer gases to lower the mean free path of "clock" atoms so that they rarely reach the walls, but rather "soft impact" the buffer gases, allows a designer to shrink vapor cell dimensions down to 100's of microns while maintaining a low enough atom-to-wall collision rate to allow clock performance down to 10 −11 Allan deviation at one hour. Fig. 15 presents photos of one of the smallest physics packages ever built (by NIST [53] ), occupying just 10 mm ing vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) working preferably on the D1 line, a photodiode detector, polarizing and focusing optics, heater elements to maintain atoms in a sufficiently dense vapor state, and a micromechanical suspension system that thermally isolates the vapor cell/heater structure to allow elevated temperatures with low power consumption. The thermal isolation for this physics package is not quite as good as that of Fig. 14 , so its power consumption is on the order of 75 mW, but its tiny vapor cell so far has permitted measured Allan deviations better than 10 −11 at one hour.
C. Tiny Atomic Clocks
Fig . 16 presents the Allan deviation plot and photo of a completely self-contained atomic clock by the Symmetricom/Draper/Sandia team in the CSAC program that occupies only 9.95 cm 3 , yet achieves an Allan deviation of 5 × 10 −11 at 100 s, while consuming less than 153 mW of power. This is the smallest, lowest power atomic clock in existence to date. But it won't remain so long; in particular, if things go as planned in the CSAC program, 1-cm 3 versions consuming only 30 mW while attaining 10 −11 at one hour Allan deviation will likely surface soon.
VIII. Toward Large-Scale Integrated Micromechanical Circuits
Again, to fully harness the advantages of micromechanical circuits, one must first recognize that due to their microscale size and zero dc power consumption, micromechanical circuits offer the same system complexity advantages over off-chip discrete passives that planar IC circuits offer over discrete transistor circuits. Thus, to maximize performance gains, micromechanical circuits should be utilized on a massive scale. Again, as with transistor circuits, LSI (and perhaps eventually VLSI) mechanical circuits are best achieved by hierarchical design based on building block repetition, where resonator, filter, or mixer-filter building blocks might be combined in a fashion similar to that of the memory cell or gate building blocks often used in VLSI transistor ICs.
One example of an LSI micromechanical circuit expected to impact future transceivers is the RF channel selector mentioned in Section I and described at the system level in [4] and [5] . Such an RF channel selector, if achievable, is widely coveted by RF designers. Indeed, if channel selection (rather than band selection) were possible at RF frequencies (rather than just at IF or baseband), then succeeding electronic blocks in the receive path (e.g., low noise amplifier (LNA), mixer) would no longer need to handle the power of alternate channel interferers. This would greatly enhance the robustness of the receiver by raising its immunity against jamming. In addition, without alternate channel interferers, the dynamic range of the RF LNA and mixer can be greatly relaxed, allowing substantial power reductions. The absence of interferers also allows reductions in the phase noise requirements of the LO synthesizer required for down-conversion, providing further power savings.
To date, RF channel selection has been difficult to realize via present-day technologies. In particular, low-loss channel selection at RF would require tunable resonators with Q's > 10,000 [5] . Unfortunately, such Q's have not been available in the sizes needed for portable applications. In addition, high-Q often precludes tunability, making RF channel selection via a single RF filter a very difficult prospect. On the other hand, it is still possible to select individual RF channels via many non-tunable high-Q filters, one for each channel, and each switchable by command. Depending upon the communication standard, this could entail hundreds or thousands of filters-numbers that would be absurd if off-chip macroscopic filters are used, but that may be perfectly reasonable for microscale, passive, micromechanical filters. In the scheme of Fig. 17 , a given filter (or set of them) is switched on (with all others off) by decoder-controlled application of an appropriate dc-bias voltage to the desired filter. (From Section IV, a capacitively transduced resonator is on only when a finite dc-bias V P is applied; i.e., with V P = 0 V, the device is effectively an open circuit [29] .)
The potential benefits afforded by this RF channel selector can be quantified by assessing its impact on the LNA linearity specification imposed by a given standard, e.g., the IS-98-A interim standard for code-division multipleaccess (CDMA) cellular mobile stations [54] . In this standard, the required IIP 3 of the LNA is set mainly to avoid desensitization in the presence of a single tone (generated by the advanced mobile phone system (AMPS) [55] ) spaced 900 kHz away from the CDMA signal center frequency. Here, reciprocal mixing of the local oscillator phase noise with the 900 kHz offset single tone and cross-modulation of the single tone with leaked transmitter power outputs dictate that the LNA IIP 3 exceeds +7.6 dBm [55] . However, if an RF channel select filter bank such as shown in Fig. 17 precedes the LNA and is able to reject the single tone by 40 dB, the requirement on the LNA then relaxes to IIP 3 ≤ −29.3 dBm (assuming the phase noise specification of the local oscillator is not also relaxed). Given the well-known noise versus power trade-offs available in LNA design [56] , such a relaxation in IIP 3 can result in nearly an order of magnitude reduction in power. In addition, since RF channel selection relaxes the overall receiver linearity requirements, it may become possible to put more gain in the LNA to suppress noise figure (NF ) contributions from later stages, while relaxing the required NF of the LNA itself, leading to further power savings.
IX. Practical Implementation Issues
Of course, before anything as aggressive as an RF channel-selector can be realized, numerous practical implementation issues must still be overcome. Some of these issues were already described in Sections II and V, including aging and drift stability, temperature stability, motional impedance, and power handling (i.e., linearity). Although Sections II and V presented evidence that these issues were solvable, most of the demonstrated evidence was at frequencies below 100 MHz. While there is presently little reason to doubt they will come, demonstrations of adequate aging, drift, and temperature stability are still needed at GHz frequencies, as are demonstrations of antennaamenable impedances past 1 GHz.
But beyond device-centric performance issues, there are a multitude of practical implementation issues that also must be overcome before vibrating RF MEMS technology can enter mainstream markets. Among the more important of these are absolute and matching fabrication tolerances, packaging, and (hybrid or fully integrated) merging with transistor circuits, all of which must be solved with the utmost in economy, given that cost is generally paramount in wireless markets. 
A. Absolute and Matching Tolerances
Before embarking on this topic, it is worth mentioning that the advent of fractional-N synthesizers [57] now alleviates to some degree the accuracy requirements on high-volume reference oscillators for portable wireless devices. In particular, for many applications, the reference oscillator need no longer oscillate at an exactly trimmed frequency, but can rather oscillate at a frequency within a given range, as long as this frequency is stable against temperature and meets a minimum drift stability requirement. Obviously, this alleviates the minimum absolute fabrication tolerance required for a subset of high-volume frequency reference products, allowing their manufacture without the need for trimming, hence, without its added cost.
Of course, there are still many important present and future applications, such as timing and channel-select filtering, where absolute and matching tolerances are still of utmost importance. At the time of this writing, there are several companies endeavoring to commercialize vibrating RF MEMS technology, including Discera 1 and SiTime 2 , both of which are pursuing timekeepers as initial products. Unfortunately, for obvious reasons, these companies do not publish manufacturing statistics. Thus, public data on yield and fabrication tolerances has so far been confined to publications by academia that most likely convey worst case numbers, given that university fabrication facilities are for research, not production.
Reference [58] presents one of the first published investigations on the absolute and matching tolerances of radialmode disk resonators using polysilicon and polydiamond structural materials. From this preliminary work, the av-erage resonance frequency absolute and matching tolerances of 450 ppm and 343 ppm, respectively, measured for polysilicon disk resonators, are actually quite good. These values are, in fact, good enough to allow trimless implementation of 3% bandwidth RF pre-select or image-reject filters for wireless communications with a confidence interval better than 99.7% over tested dies that mismatchinduced passband distortion will be less than 0.3 dB [58] . In other words, all of the filters in the die of Fig. 8 could be wafer-level fabricated with the needed ∼3% bandwidth filter specifications without any need for costly frequency trimming.
The fabrication tolerances of [58] are not, however, sufficient to realize the RF channel-select filter bank of Fig. 17 without trimming or some other mechanism to null offsets. In particular, since RF channel selection requires filters with percent bandwidths less than 0.2%, a resonator-to-resonator frequency matching tolerance better than 190 ppm would be needed if mismatch-induced passband ripple is to be held to less than 0.3 dB. Interestingly, as long as the matching tolerances are good, the absolute tolerance need not be so good for the bank of adjacent channel filters depicted in Fig. 17 . This is because an absolute shift in frequency would shift the frequencies of all filters within a given standard's range by about the same amount. The filter responses would still be side-by-side in a bank covering the needed communication standard frequency range; just their center frequencies might be offset from their targeted positions by the same amount ∆f . In this case, a simple global adjustment by −∆f , perhaps via a programmed shift in local oscillator frequency, would fix the frequency offset problem.
In the meantime, one should not rule out the possibility that a production wafer-level fabrication facility might actually be able to achieve matching tolerances on the order of 190 ppm, which would allow trimless (hence, low-cost) manufacturing of the RF channel selector of Fig. 17 . If, in the end, such tolerances cannot be achieved, then perhaps methods for reducing matching tolerances by design can be applied. For example, mechanically coupled resonator arrays, such as used in rows 4-7 of Table III can actually average out variations in resonator frequency, lowering the overall matching tolerance between array-composite resonators.
If all else fails, laser trimming, such as described in [59] , is still an option, although the cost of an LSI mechanical circuit like that of Fig. 17 would then become a function of the throughput of laser trimming.
B. Packaging
Packaging has historically been an impediment to commercialization of many MEMS-based products. Although cost has in general been the dominant reason, cost is less of an issue for vibrating RF MEMS devices, since a variety of low-cost wafer-level approaches to 0 th level vacuum or hermetic packaging are already being used by companies commercializing MEMS-based timekeeper products. These include packages based on wafer-level glass-frit bonding of caps [60] and low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) sealing of fully planar encapsulations [10] , [61] .
Aside from cost, an equally important package-related issue that greatly impacts the resonator-based timing and frequency control devices described here derives from the stresses induced by all levels of packaging, from device encapsulation (i.e., 0 th level), to merging with transistors (i.e., 1 st level), to board-level insertion (i.e., 2 nd level). Such package stresses not only can shift the absolute center frequencies of micromechanical resonators, but also can often degrade their temperature sensitivity, induce hysteretic behavior in their frequency versus temperature curves, and cause undue frequency drift. Fortunately, the sheer geometric flexibility afforded by CAD-amenable micromechanical resonator design provides a wide palette of shapes and sizes with which to achieve a given frequency. This then allows a designer to defend against package stresses by selecting the geometry that best isolates the resonator from them. For example, a resonator anchored to the substrate at a single point, such as the disk resonator of row 4 in Table I , would be much more resilient against package stresses than the clamped-clamped beam of row 1, which is anchored to the substrate at two points, and so directly absorbs any package-derived substrate strains. Note that such an approach is not limited to just single resonators, as mechanically coupled resonator arrays supported at only one point can also be envisioned.
It is, however, more difficult to envision complete LSI mechanical circuits anchored at only one point. For these, other means for isolation from package stresses will need to be explored. Among possible solutions are: (1) implementation of the mechanical circuit on a platform that is itself isolated from the primary substrate; (2) the intermittent use of electrical coupling in places to keep the sizes of mechanical circuits small enough for single anchoring; or (3) the judicious use of very compliant mechanical couplers between major mechanical circuit chunks, wherever possible. Needless to say, the research already underway on methods for improved substrate isolation to maximize the Q of single resonators will likely continue, but this time with the aim of minimizing the package-stress susceptibility of mechanical circuits of such resonators.
C. Merging With Transistors
Often called the 1 st level of packaging (where resonator encapsulation comprises the 0 th level), merging with transistors via bonding, flip-chip bonding, or direct planar integration, might soon become the bottleneck to realization of the larger proposed mechanical circuits. In particular, the sheer number of leads needed from transistors to mechanics in the system of Fig. 17 favors a direct planar integration approach, such as that summarized in Figs. 2 and 3 . To date, a more practical variant of the process of Fig. 2 using poly-SiGe structural material LPCVDdeposited at 450
• C [15] has been demonstrated that should allow fully integrated merging of MEMS structures with 0.18-µm-channel-length CMOS using conventional metallization. However, merging with more advanced CMOS processes, e.g., with channel lengths 65 nm or lower, is still not available, since the very low-k dielectrics surrounding the metal interconnect in nm-CMOS processes generally demand a much lower post-transistor temperature ceiling than 450
• C. Thus, a new structural material that can be deposited at a very low temperature (e.g., less than the 320
• C melting temperature of low-k Teflon dielectric), yet still retain very high Q at high frequency, is highly desirable. Recent literature suggests that nickel metal, which can be electroplated at 50
• C, might be a strong candidate structural material. In particular, a nickel wine-glass disk resonator was recently demonstrated with a Q > 50, 000 at 60 MHz [62] , showing that nickel can indeed achieve Q's on a par with polysilicon at VHF. Whether or not nickel's temperature dependence and aging behavior are also on a par with polysilicon is yet to be seen. Nevertheless, its VHF performance coupled with the low temperature of its deposition makes nickel a very intriguing prospect for modular posttransistor integration of vibrating RF MEMS with next generation nm-scale CMOS. Work in this vein is ongoing.
X. Conclusions
MEMS-based realizations of timing and frequency control functions, including 0.09% bandwidth filters with less than 0.6-dB insertion loss, GSM-compliant low phase noise oscillators, and miniature atomic clocks posting 5 × 10
−11
at 100 s Allan deviation (so far) and consuming only 153 mW have been described with an emphasis on the performance benefits afforded by scaling to micro dimensions. In particular, via scaling, vibrating RF MEMS devices have now reached frequencies commensurate with critical RF functions in wireless applications and have done so with previously unavailable on-chip Q's exceeding 10,000. Q's this high may now encourage paradigmshifting communication architectures that can eliminate interferers immediately after the antenna, allowing subsequent electronics to operate with much lower dynamic range and power consumption than would otherwise be needed. Given present transistor scaling trend towards lower dynamic range digital devices, such a relaxation in dynamic range requirements may be arriving at an opportune time.
At present, micromechanical circuit complexity is nearing medium-scale integration (MSI) density, as exemplified by the composite array filter in row 5 of Table III , which uses more than 43 resonators and links. Indeed, circuit complexity and frequency range should only increase as MEMS technologies evolve into NEMS (or "nanoelectromechanical system") technologies, with feature sizes that support frequencies exceeding 10 GHz. In fact, with knowledge of the micromechanical circuit concepts described herein, perhaps a reconsideration of the numerous ongoing research efforts to make transistors out of nanowires is in order. In particular, one might ask: Is this the best way to use nanowires? After all, nanowires can be employed more naturally as vibrating resonators capable of doing mechanical signal processing when mechanically linked into circuit networks similar to those described herein. Such nanomechanical networks not only would be completely passive, consuming substantially less power, but also would dispense with the need for the electrical contacts that presently inhibit large-scale integration of nanowire transistors.
In the meantime, micromechanical resonator technology is making its way into commercial markets through several companies (e.g., Discera and SiTime) which are now sampling low-end timekeeper products based on this technology. Meanwhile, on the high-end front, the success of efforts to scale atomic clocks down to 10 cm 3 (so far) strongly encourages ongoing efforts bent on shrinking them even further, down to 1-cm 3 volume, while still posting 10 −11 Allan deviation at one hour with less than 30 mW of power consumption.
